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You will pleased to know that even if you have been
stitching as long as I have, you still make mistakes and
thinks don’t turn out as you imagined.
The idea was to stitch a few pansies for my new idea, in
hand dyed colours. The purply shades looked as if they
would work well, stitched as a pansy. Wrong! They
merely looked dull and uninteresting. Hence the mess
here of unpicking the errant purple.
Sometimes it is not worth the time unpicking every
stitch as it always takes longer to unpick than stitch up.
Apparently this process of unpicking is called frogging.
Who knew?
Seems the sound the frog makes of ‘ribbit, ribbit’ sounds like ‘rip it’ – hence frogging. I am
sure I can think of some more choice words for the process, but never mind.
Funny, useless words aside, the next pansy worked out well, although is still a work in
progress.
I am always on the lookout for different ways to display cross stitch and as discussed last
month the idea of mounting the completed piece on a Styrofoam ball is fairly quick and easy
to achieve.
The patterns below are in my Etsy shop now. http://CherryParkerDesigns.etsy.com

This month, a design that was accepted late in 2019, by Just CrossStitch magazine in the
USA, comes out. It is nice when you think they have forgotten about it and suddenly the
editor wants lots of answers to a lot of questions. I had to submit a photo of my ‘studio’!
Originally a walk around video of my studio was
requested. I had to explain that would take 2.5
seconds, so still photos it is. My staff consists of how
many cats are in the room at one time, not a long list
of admin people. Many readers have a vision of
several staff and a larger production line behind the
scenes. One of the most prolific cross stitch designers
based in Britain, works from one corner of her
bedroom, so I think it is ok for me to have an equally
small working space.
That is the beauty of cross stitch. It is very portable,
doesn’t take lots of room, very little fabric and the cottons can be stored away in a small box.
Add a pair of scissors and the needle and that is all that is required.
I work from a clip board that holds my pattern nice and flat. A few other pages are tucked in
behind the sketch to make notes on as my brain churns them out.
All past designs, future maybes, fabric and cottons are stored away out of sight. So being able
to work from a corner of a room with my computer is easy. However, I do need a 2 seater
couch to spread my stuff out at night when I stitch. The most necessary item is a couch that
pins and needles can be poked into! Bad habit I know, but there are no children running
around.
One good habit is to always leave thread in a needle if you are going to do this. Easy to find.
I stitch on a bolster pillow and this also has needles stuck into. It has a long ago repair in the
side, after I had to cut into the cushion to find a needle. Oh dear!

Everything leads onto everything else.
The magazine wanted to know my website, Instagram, Pinterest, and Facebook Business page
as they have assigned the ‘Social Media Features’ person to work some magic. Heavens
above!
First of all, a tour of my studio and then a social media feature - it was all getting somewhat
out of hand.
There are really only 2 options. Stay put and don’t do anything or move forward and supply
what they asked for.

Long boring story, but with much help from my professional advisor (don’t laugh here Irina)
who wonderfully only accepts cake as her fee, the Facebook Business page came to life.
For those who would like to follow please take a look at
https://www.facebook.com/cherryparkercrossstitchdesigns

New designs will be posted here as they happen.

Starting the page made me stitch and complete the ‘Cross Stitch on a Ball’ idea. Nothing like
a deadline that a magazine has set, to get things done.
I had to learn how to cover the Styrofoam ball with fabric and everything I looked at on YouTube seemed complicated. Several night were spent watching how others were managing. All
the clips have the entire ball covered with fabric, but I wanted part of the ball covered with
cross stitch. No one was demonstrating that.
There was quite a lot of trial and error and much sticking of pins in the couch!
The finished item does look complicated and fiddly but it is actually quite quickly put together.
All pinned. No hand sewing( apart from the cross stitch), no machine sewing and no glue. Only
pins. A different way to display your stitching.
The pattern for the first one has evolved with 8 steps and 12 photographs. We will see how it
goes. You never can tell. Here are some pictures of how it progressed.

The balls can be hung, but look better on a small container that holds tea lights. Jazzy egg
cups or chunky but small vases, candle holders and tiny coffee cups all look good.

Styrofoam shapes come in cones, squares, circles, balls, half balls and wreaths so there are
many more options. I am sure to use other shapes sometime in the future.

Our monthly Handcraft class made Poppy brooches from felt. Once again, easy to make but
effective. Only about 15 stitches connect the poppy to the backing and then a pin is added
to attach it to a lapel. Just in time for ANZAC day. Two honorary members joined us for the
day! ( school holidays here in New Zealand). Nine of us all together today but some are
camera shy or are poking out their tongues!

The book beside the bed is Steve Braunias’ Missing Persons.
Those of you in New Zealand who read the Herald newspaper
will be familiar with his columns and his laid back way of
meandering quietly and very interestingly through any
subject.
I always enjoy reading his articles, so bought his new book
when it came out a few weeks ago. As I say the title is
‘Missing Persons’. The checkout girl commented that if you
have people who are missing you should have pictures to
remind people who they are.
I will leave it to you to read as to why there are no photos in
the book. What is missing is often not just the people.
******Next month I will start something new.
A short interview with a different crafty shop owner each
month. First off is Tracey from New Zealand Fabric and Yarn
who sells from a shop in the centre of Auckland City in the Queen’s Arcade.
Look out for what she has to say in May.

Until then ………happy stitching
As always, request a pattern, ask a question, or unsubscribe at cherry.parker@xtra.co.nz
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